How managed cloud hosting services help
an organization reduce TCO?
This whitepaper aims to show actual TCO savings an organization can have with
managed cloud hosting services over traditional approach of maintaining an on -premise
datacenter
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Executive Summary
In order to ‘move to cloud’ to extend IT capabilities and move beyond traditional
business models, enterprises today have no dearth of cloud service options and
deployment models. However, organizations should look beyond basic hardware
and software costs, and go for a comprehensive total cost of ownership (TCO)
evaluation of the complete project to assess different solutions.
The traditional TCO evaluation covers CAPEX or capital expenditure on onpremise infrastructure, including hardware and software, OPEX or operational
expenditure on support, services and ongoing maintenance and other additional
expenditures in terms of downtime and unforeseen delays in project delivery.
The TCO evaluation changes for the cloud model as expenses related to hardware
are removed and considerations like cloud’s agility and flexibility come in play.
This whitepaper will help organizations planning to move their workloads from
self-managed on-premise infrastructure to cloud understand how they can get
considerable cost savings with cloud hosting solution on Microsoft Azure cloud
platform managed by ZNetLive.
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Factors driving organizations to transition to cloud
In the modern world where digitization is the need of the hour, an increasingly
large number of organizations are seeking advanced technologies powered by
cloud like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT) and more to
differentiate their offerings and find new and quicker routes to market.
The huge amount of data these businesses generate, their unique workloads,
business models, applications, etc. necessitate specialized infrastructure and
capabilities like scalability, to support several users and streamlined operations
necessary for their business success.
Thus, businesses in their transition phase are rethinking about their IT remaining
on the traditional on-premise infrastructure model, as that may not serve well or
scale as per their dynamically changing business needs.
Moreover, with an on-premise data center, everything has to be managed by the
organization, including purchase and installation of hardware, virtualization,
operating system, applications, network setup, firewall, storage etc. And all these
have to be further maintained throughout their complete lifecycle.
This leads to significant capital expenditure and operational expenditure on the
part of the organization. Furthermore, it needs to keep on paying for them,
whether it is using all of them or not.
Hence, with the availability of a number of cloud deployment options, including
public, private, hybrid and the multi-cloud models, organizations are moving away
from traditional on-premise datacenter and colocation services to cloud solutions.
There are pros and cons of different infrastructure deployment options. The table
underlines only the basic advantages and disadvantages of the most commonly
used options and while comparing them, it’s important that the value-added
services are taken into consideration to find the overall value of a solution for a
business. ZNetLive’s cloud management services and almost two decades
expertise in the infrastructure industry add to the overall value of the deployment
solutions offered below.
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Cloud deployment models – an overview
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The role of managed services in increasing business profitability
"The global managed-services market is predicted to grow to $193B by 2019, at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12.5%." - CompTIA's 4th Annual Trends
in Managed Services report.
Managed services are growing at an unprecedented rate as an increasingly large
number of organizations are trusting managed service providers to outsource their
IT for running it more efficiently with the help of experts.
Managed services providers like ZNetLive help an organization thrive and not just
survive in today’s competitive business landscape, by taking care of the
management aspect of the IT services, allowing an organization to focus on its core
business and in developing its competencies, rather than spending its valuable
time and money on maintaining the infrastructure and keeping services running.
Benefits of ZNetLive managed services include, but are not limited to:
 Increased reliability of IT operations with technical support; remote monitoring
and management; security, compliance, backup and disaster recovery.
 Managed services cover remote monitoring along with proactive disaster
recovery that help to detect potential disturbances and vulnerabilities, allowing
their resolution, before they become critical threats.
 Managed services give organizations an access to the latest technology and
business grade solutions, maintaining server uptime and profitability.
 Hardware costs, maintenance costs, software and network infrastructure costs,
consume major part of an organization’s IT budget, thus making adoption of
latest technologies difficult. But managed services provide latest technologies,
reducing the burden of maintenance costs, including outdated hardware.
 Managed services save important time of the technical personnel, leading to
better work and innovation.
 Managed services provide a business with highly resilient and secure
infrastructure by taking care of security patches, updates, hardening of server,
network monitoring, backups, configuration and tuning of OS, spam filtering,
and more.
 All factors above contribute towards better ROI and cost savings in comparison
to self -managed or unmanaged hosting.
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Attainable Cost Savings with ZNetLive managed Azure cloud solution VS.
on-premise self-managed hosting solution
Microsoft Azure Cloud – an introduction

Microsoft Azure, since its inception, has been a popular choice among businesses
as it provides them a number of diverse services to help them become agile with
the evolving customers’ needs and changing market dynamics, with reduced TCO.
With an on-premise infrastructure model, you need to purchase a server with
more cores if you need high performance. But with Azure, you can scale-out by
deploying additional compute nodes for satisfying high performance needs. This
provides significant cost-savings over scaling through expensive hardware.
The use of Azure cloud fits well with scale fast, fail fast model of advanced
businesses. It also provides the flexibility to quickly set up development and test
configurations, thus helping keep costs low and making maintenance non-existent.
With the availability of Azure in 36 regions around the world and with plans of
expanding to 6 more regions soon, enterprises of any size get the ability to deploy
their services closer to their customers, irrespective of their location around the
world. This helps them increase their service performance, without even leaving
their offices.
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TCO calculation overview – assumptions and inputs

For illustrating the benefits of managed cloud hosting services over an on-premise
hosting solution, we have chosen a small to mid-sized customer organization with
very basic IT configuration as given below.
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Cost Savings

The figure below summarizes the TCO results. It shows an estimated cost savings
of 79% over a period of 3 years i.e. with Microsoft Azure, a customer with basic IT
infrastructure requirements can save approximately $967,974 as compared to an
on-premises solution.

For an on-premise solution, the customer has to shell out for compute, data
center, networking, storage and the IT labor. But for Azure, on the other hand, he
has to pay considerably lesser for compute, networking, storage, IT labor and zero
amount for data center, which brings the costing down considerably as shown in
the figure below.
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Breakdown of on-premises cost vs. Azure cost – an estimation over a 3-year period
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Time to act
Organizations seeking competitive advantage in today’s fast-paced world of
digitization need to make informed decisions when it comes to making
investments for expanding their capabilities. A penny saved today is a penny
earned tomorrow.
Hence, it is important that in order to take an important decision like whether you
should continue with your on-premise infrastructure expansion or migrate to the
cloud, get specific TCO analysis done for your organization with your specific
business requirements.
Get

in

touch

today

for

customized

TCO

analysis:

msp@znetlive.com

In addition to Microsoft Azure, ZNetLive offerings include private and hybrid cloud
based on Azure Stack; ZNetLive enterprise cloud on Azure platform; and managed
dedicated servers.
ZNetLive also offers complete support for Azure, AWS, Office 365, OpenStack,
OpenNebula and Azure Stack.
ZNetLive recently introduced complete cloud management services that include
cloud assessment and planning, cloud migration and deployment assistance, cloud
infrastructure operations management, cloud monitoring, cost optimization and
security services.
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About ZNetLive
ZNetLive- a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP), provides wholesome cloud
business solutions and managed services to large enterprises and SMBs on latest
Microsoft technologies and enterprise grade hardware with value added benefits.
ZNetLive specializes in complete cloud consultancy and infrastructure analysis to
provide dynamic cloud solutions tailored to specific industry processes.
ZNetLive, owned by ZNet Technologies Pvt. Ltd. was founded in 2001 and has been
providing cloud hosting and managed services to customers in over 141+ countries
worldwide.
In addition to industry's best accreditations such as the HostReview Readers' Choice
Award; The Deloitte Technology Fast 500 Asia and Fast 50 India Awards for 2010 &
2011; ISO 27001 and D&B certifications, ZNetLive has a number of Microsoft
certifications:











Microsoft Cloud OS Network Partner
Microsoft Cloud Solutions Provider
Microsoft Gold Hosting Competency
Microsoft SME Specialist
Microsoft Gold Datacenter
Microsoft Gold Cloud productivity
Microsoft Gold Midmarket solution provider
Microsoft Gold Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions
Microsoft Silver Messaging partner
The Microsoft Wave Launch 2008

For more information, visit: https://www.znetlive.com/microsoft-azure-cloud/
India and from other countries: (91) 141 4070666
India Toll Free: 1-800-102-9638
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DISCLAIMER: The TCO Calculator output is only an estimate of on-premises costs and equivalent Microsoft Azure services prices.
Final Microsoft Azure costs will be based on the actual usage of Azure services, and may be different from the TCO estimates. This
document is for informational purposes only. ZNetLive makes no warranties, express or implied, in this summary.
This document is to give general information about the service(s) described. It is only a general information guide and is not an
instruction manual or legal advice. Benefits, features and pricing structure (if provided) depend on the system configuration and may
change without any prior notice. ZNetLive disclaims any express or implied warranties, representation or any other service
commitment except those stated expressly in the ZNetLive service agreement. ZNetLive does not support and disclaims all legal
responsibilities associated with the use of any third-party services or products. ZNetLive shall not be held liable in case the thirdparty provider restricts or limit functionalities or capabilities provided by it in its services or products. ZNetLive does not guarantee
information accuracy after publication date of this document.
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